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Foresights: going backwards from the (near) future



Digital Transformation in Media

“How does a person go broke? Gradually, then suddenly”  
Ernest Hemingway



Twitter: 

We are at a pivot point - and not just in media

1-2-4-8-16-32-64

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8



1-2-4-8-16-32-64…



The Internet needs to retain its COLLECTIVE role as well 



Source: FT.com

http://FT.com


The more connected consumers become the more 
empowerment becomes a requirement for success

Kevin Spacey at Edinburgh TV Festival (via Youtube)



Media



Digital transformation is a huge challenge-opportunity





Media: the glass is half-full !



Media companies must empower users or become irrelevant



Via Pew Research on FacebookEmpowerment or enslavement?



Image via trendone.de

http://trendone.de


‘HellVen'



Everyone and everything is becoming a source of real-time, deep data

“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”





Observing. Inferring. Combining. Profiling… 





Marketing, Big Data & AI: warp drive to HellVen



Data is POWER. Smart data is MORE POWER.





Photo by 900hp - http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf

http://flic.kr/p/9MTJpf


Digital efficiency dramatically reduces ‘per-unit prices -  
we are going from ownership to access, everywhere



http://www.telco2research.com/articles/Googles_Big_Big_Data_Battle

Hyper-efficiency will force transformation everywhere





“Software is eating the world” *Marc Andreessen



Via Pew Research on Facebook
Advertising is on top of the automation list…



Efficiency should not be more important than HUMANITY



So how much do you believe in technology?



Beware of ‘Jerk-Tech’, Data-Hubris, Solutionism

Source: Peter Diamantis AbundanceHub.com

http://AbundanceHub.com


Digital  
Feudalism?



Are the next monopolies those with all the data, connectivity, 
AI, computing power - the super-nodes of our digital lives?





“If you don’t pay you are the content”



Will consumers re-consider their ‘faustian bargains’ to 
put the brakes on hyper-marketing and surveillance?



Transformation  
to a digitally-native society



A World of Screens. Always-
On. Hyper-Mobile. Social. Low 
Cost. Intelligent. Networked.
Yes. Monetization is near.







Trust. Brand. Value. Relevance. 
Humanness = Reason to buy (RTB)



Scarcity 
inside

Abundance 
outside



Breaking (outmoded) rules is now a requirement for success 



Photo by iamos - http://flic.kr/p/5uUFSo

Get ready to say  
‘Au-Revoir’ to this 

concept…

http://flic.kr/p/5uUFSo


Photo by iamos - http://flic.kr/p/5uUFSo

“The aim of marketing 
is to make selling 

superfluous”  
*Peter Drucker

http://flic.kr/p/5uUFSo


Toxic assumption: controlling access will force users to pay



Toxic assumption: controlling access will force users to pay



Twitter: 

Value. Engagement. Meaning. Relationship.
http://newsosaur.blogspot.ch/2014_04_01_archive.html



Information or Distribution Superiority  
will no longer be a key sustainable advantage for many media businesses

 Next: Experience- Brand- Purpose- Intelligence- “Superiority”



‘Reason to buy’ always beats ‘forcing to pay’ 



“I call this managed dissatisfaction. The traditional entertainment 
ecosystem is built on it, and it’s a totally artificial concept”  

Reed Hastings, Netflix CEO, 4/2013 via Quartz.com    

Strive to eradicate all MANAGED DISSATISFACTION



Data is becoming a very  
powerful global currency



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

With ubiquitous connectivity, real-time/place data and a bit of 
AI, some basic prediction and ‘precognition’ becomes feasible



Big Data is great but BIG BROTHER is not



Media & marketing based on surveillance has no future



A major challenge for ‘Big Internet’: maintaining 
user privacy versus wanting to ‘collect it all’





‘Consumers’ are not just ‘Algorithms’ 



The future value proposition of agencies



As technology becomes actually intelligent…

…media and marketers need to become actually human



Trust & brands: how much of it is math?



http://www.flickr.com/photos/bobsfever/
7034556759/in/photostream/

“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions”
*Kevin Kelly



Eradicate managed dissatisfaction

Summary: what to dream about tonight

Find the ‘scarcity inside’ - where the new values are

Think pay-will loose pay-wall

Data = Power *

Feel some pain, find new love(s)

Assume less, discover more

Make it your mission to break outmoded rules

Expect exponentiality



“The best way to 
predict the future 

is to create it” 
Alan Kay



Thanks for 
your time  

and 
attention!
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